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The deliverable: 

  2500-3000 word essay 

Method: derived in part from reading  

  Glassie--creation, communication, consumption--  

   and Hebidge--design/production, advertising, and 
consumption  



Getting started 

 Explore the assignment  
 Make rough notes; do preliminary research 

using databases 

 Make an appointment at the writing centre 

 Get feedback on your draft/revise 
 Work on style and lower order concerns 

 Proofread, consult checklist for assignment 



How should you get started? 

Prewriting strategies: 

  Brainstorming 

  Note-taking 

  Sample thesis statements 

  Talking 

  Start by reading Glassie and Hebidge 



Topic brainstorming 

  1850-1980 

  Engineering: pc--1984 

  Buildings: brutalism 

  Art: Andy Warhol/Marilyn Monroe 

  Furniture: Arts and Crafts/Mission-style 

  Clothing—shoes—adidas /puma(1948):Air Jordans; 
stilletto shoe + metal plate=engineering/fashion 

  Vehicles; Fordism 



  Eiffel tower 

  Building/design; 1889/100th ann. Revolution; scale; marvel of engineering; pride of French 
Engineering; Statue of Liberty, Notre Dame; Concorde; Airbus;Chunnel; style—historical 
references; tower was break from the past, new future, looking forward and backward, 
referencing ideas of the grandeur of France; Paris world fair; elegant;  

  Consuming the tower: tourism, france/paris; functions—radio tower, monstrosity in eyes of some; 
brutal exposure of structural elements 

  Advertsing: 



Attitude to topic 

  “Consider two of:  production, mediation, consumption.”   

  “Particularly consider how the object’s production, 
mediation, and/or consumption is associated with, or 
distant from, aspects of Modern society and culture.” 



Three questions to ask about a working thesis: 

1.  Is it specific? 

2.  Is is manageable for this assignment? 

3.  Is it interesting for your readers? 

Sample thesis for this assignment: 



As new research appears in the study of eukaryotes, 
some argue that we need to re-think our 
understanding of why sexual reproduction evolved. 
New research offers multiple explanations for the 
relentless rise of sexual reproduction. For example, 
Zimmer (2009) argues that there are three main 
explanations for the evolution of sexual 
reproduction—the “good (speed),” the “bad 
(harmful mutations),” and the “ugly (parasites).” 
Based on Zimmer (2009) and Campbell et al (2008), 
the “good” or speed of reproduction seems to be 
the most important factor. 



Sample thesis statements 





  Get a “trusted reader” to get feedback 

  Consider using other students in the course or the writing 
centre for this 

  Ask readers to read for specific purposes: thesis, structure, 
transitions, development of a particular paragraph or 
idea 



  Towards the due date, switch your focus from higher-
order concerns (arrangement, arguments, evidence) to 
lower-order concerns: proofreading, grammar, citation 
format, grammar/spelling 

  Make appointments at C4W 

  Consider getting a handbook to help you with your 
writing 


